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“What you said is very important to me.
Back then, I always ignored the possibility
of the three families joining forces. Now
that they have really come together, I
have to guard myself against them.
Henry was even more proud when he
heard what Jasper said.
“Don’t thank me too much. When you
have finally taken care of those idiots
named Fabian Atticus and Kayden
Langdon, don’t forget to let me have a go a
t them.”
“Okay, I won’t forget that,” Jasper agreed
happily.
After he hung up, Jasper glanced at the
United States subprime market and
stopped doing anything. Instead, he
started laying out his plans for the United
States high-tech giants with Jake.
Next, Jasper’s focus would gradually shift
to the domestic financial market. What he
needed to do with the United States was to
maintain the pressure on the subprime
market and press on with the acquisition of stocks of those technology
giants.
Since the subprime mortgage crisis had completely erupted, the storm it
brought was enough to sweep the entire United States economy. Hence, it
was inevitable that they would suffer heavy losses.
Jasper intended to let JW Foundation come out from the dark and start
planning its future. He would take advantage of this chaos and absorb as
many of the technology giants that he could. These benefits would
ultimately be safe in his pockets, and he was doing this for the
development of JW in the next 20 years.

While Jasper and Jake were planning the future of the United States
financial market, a private jet landed in New York i In the United States
amidst a storm.
Kayden personally greeted them at the runway.
At this critical moment, only Kennedy, Fabian, and Sawyer had the power
to make Kayden come out and greet them at the airport while risking
getting swamped by reporters.
The group of people got off the plane and
met on the ground.
This group of people was divided
according to age. Kennedy and Sawyer
belonged to the same generation and
although Kayden and Fabian were in the
same generation, Kayden was much older
than Fabian.
“Mr. Kenney, Mr. Sawyer, hello.”
Kayden smiled and greeted them politely.
In reality, according to their relationship,
Kayden and Half-the-Harbor Langdon
seldom participated in the grievances
between the old Harbor City giants, so
their positions seemed very different.
Especially after Kayden and Jasper’s
cooperation, it would appear that Kayden
was closer to the Laws. Although Kayden
was not enemies with Fabian and Sawyer,
they were definitely not friends.
However, after things developed to this
point, i it was completely unnecessary to
mention this anymore. Everyone was
facing a common enemy, so there was
always a possibility of cooperation.
“Kayden’s temperament and demeanor
could be said to be the best among the
younger generation of Harbor City,”
Sawyer said with a smile.
Kennedy also nodded. Indeed, Kayden’s
excellence had been taken note of by all of

the top families in Harbor City. There had
always been a saying before this that any
family with an heir like Kayden would
have no problem flourishing for the next 3
o years.
However, the problem came with Jasper’s
appearance.
Even the older generation had suffered a
crushing defeat by Jasper’s hands. Hence,
no one dared to mention this saying
anymore.
When Kennedy thought of Jasper, he
gritted his teeth and an unpleasant
expression appeared on his face.
“Mr. Kennedy, do you have something on
your mind?” Kayden asked when he saw
that Kennedy looked slightly off-color.
“Who here doesn’t have something on
their mind?” Kennedy replied.
As soon as he said this, Sawyer started to
look off-color too. He walked toward the
car and said, “Let’s go. We came all the
way here, and we need to visit Half-the
Harbor Langdon first.”
The two walked towards the car one after
another. Then, Kayden and Fabian
followed.
Although Kayden was regarded as the
host, his status was lower than Kennedy
and Sawyer. Hence, he was very humble.
He had been educated since young so
others would not nitpick on him
regarding this small detail.
“Did you enjoy getting educated by Jasper
that f*cker during this period? I heard

that you’re even beaten up by Jasper’s
lackey Henry when you were in Harbor
City?” Fabian and Kayden walked side by
side as Fabian sneered.
Kayden glanced at Fabian and replied, “It
seems that you are well informed.”
“Hehe, who in Harbor City doesn’t know
about this? Everyone says that Jasper is
the reason you are unable to go back to your home to Harbor City and the
mainland. I wonder how many people are laughing at you and your father
now that Layman has gone bankrupt.”
Kayden stopped suddenly when he heard that. Then, he stood still and
stared at Fabian.
Fabian frowned slightly. He was a little spooked by how Kayden was
staring at him.
Although his self-esteem kept him from showing any timidness, his refusal
to look
into Kayden’s eyes exposed his weakness. The moment Fabian looked
away, Kayden spoke.
“Everyone in the world is qualified to laugh at me, but you are the only
one who has no right to stand here and do so. You couldn’t even withstand
three moves from Jasper, so who are you to make fun o f me?
“In the past, our grievances were just child’s play, and I’ll let it go. I don’t
plan to split hairs about anything, but from now on, if you still don’t get
your attitude in
check, it will undoubtedly affect the cooperative relationship between the
three families. I don’t think your father Sawyer would want to see this,
right?
“I heard that your father’s position as the head of the family was
threatened because of you. If it weren’t for the solid foundation of his
business over so many years, I wonder if you two would still be the ones
coming here on behalf of the Atticus family.”
Kayden’s words made Fabian’s face gloomy.
Before Fabian could retort, an enthusiastic smile suddenly bloomed on
Kayden’s face. He said, “Mr. Fabian, it’s getting late and it’s very windy and

rainy i n New York today. It’s really not suitable t o stay out here, why
don’t we get into the car soon so that the two elders won’t be kept
waiting for too long?”
Fabian, with a stiff complexion, realized that he had been completely
crushed by Kayden. With a snort, he got into a car after lowering his head.
As he looked at Fabian’s figure, Kayden’s
eyes turned dark for a moment.
However, the darkness disappeared
immediately and was then replaced with a
gentle and noble smile. After that, he
bowed his head and got into the car.
The convoy started slowly and headed
towards the upper-class area on the
outskirts of New York.
At this moment, Sawyer and Kennedy
were sitting in the same car ahead.
Sawyer glanced at Kennedy and smiled. “I
t seems that our old opponent can’t hold i
t anymore.”
“He was scammed by the United States
out of tens of billions in just one business
deal. It was even in US Dollars. No one can
bear such a blow. Since he’s still standing
tall, it means that Fongroup is really
powerful,” Kennedy said.
Sawyer narrowed his eyes slightly and
said, “What do you think he will offer for
our cooperation?”
“It’s nothing more than giving up some of the existing interests, but no
matter what the conditions are, cooperating with him is our best option at
the moment. Did you not notice that we’ve been isolated in Harbor City
for some time?”
Kennedy’s words made the corners of Sawyer’s mouth twitch and he had a
very expression.

